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Chapter 2682
I think that although Shu Shao has never acted, he is playing with me
temporarily, and he does a good job.
Shu Shao, you really have the potential to be an actor. As soon as
these words came out, director Jin Jiaming immediately came back to his
senses: “That’s right, Ming Zhen, thank you, you’ve helped me a lot. Today’s
audition is my most satisfying one.”
Mingzhen, hurry up…” The director
wanted Darius to help the actress up, but he just remembered that he didn’t
even know the actress’s name.
Help your friend up, Ming Zhen, thank you for the actress you introduced to
me, it’s so nice! These words made the
reporters extremely disappointed.
They put down the cameras one after another.
At this time, Darius also reacted, and he asked the reporters with a cold face:
“This is the casting scene, what are you reporters doing here?

Does it affect our work?
The crew hasn’t started filming yet, so you squatted here and followed. What
are you going to report?
Gossip?
Can you report something practical about the movie?
If I can’t report it, I will send you all these websites!
There is always something to create panic! The
reporters who were frightened by these words fled.
However, the fact that Darius and the actress are friends has also been clearly
seen by these dozen reporters.
Because of this, Darius had to be friends with this actress.
“Thank you, it’s my fault for kicking you just now, and I’m in a bad mood, but
I’ll make it clear to you that our crew doesn’t treat you like that. I’m sorry!”
Darius regretted his impulse.
He is in a bad mood.
One day after his wife’s whereabouts were unknown, Darius felt restless for a
day.
I didn’t expect to do something to a woman today.
He took out a card from his pocket: “This is 100,000 yuan. You can take it to
see a doctor first. If there is anything, I will be responsible. Don’t worry. I hope
you can forgive me.”

“I forgive you, Master Shu. , I forgive you.” The woman said reverently.
Darius: “…”
“I just want to be an ordinary friend with you, okay? I just need to see you
every day, that’s fine, no…no no no, no need to do it every day. It’s okay to see
you once a week.”
Shu Ming grabbed the woman angrily: “What the hell are you doing! Believe it
or not, I’ll strangle you!”
The woman was not afraid of Darius’s threat.
Instead, she smiled: “Shu Shao, my name is Mi Lu, I’m from a remote town, I’ve
been filming in Nancheng for almost a year, and I know Nancheng well, and
my acting skills are good, I can really play this scene well, I It doesn’t mean
anything else, I just want to be friends with you, it’s good to see you once a
week.” A
woman’s heavy makeup and powder are of inferior quality. She was kicked by
Shu Ming and fell to the ground and rubbed a little on the ground. Mud, and
now she was a little nervous and sweating because Darius was pinching her,
that face was so ugly.
Such an ugly appearance made Jin Jiaming even more satisfied.
“That’s it, that’s it! This character is so embarrassing and hateful. She looks so
perfect!”
Shu Ming was so shocked that he was speechless.
The woman looked at Jin Jiaming with a smiling face: “That’s right, Director Jin,
I’m good at acting, right? I’ll be able to act well, I was born to love acting.”

Jin Jiaming immediately promised: “I want to be friends with Ming Zhen .
Right? I promise!”
Darius: “…”

Chapter 2683
At
that moment, Darius wanted to press Jin Jiaming to the ground and beat him.
Jin Jiaming didn’t look at Darius, he just looked at the actress: “Mi Lu, right?”
Mi Lu nodded immediately: “My name is Mi Lu, my hometown is in northern
Shaanxi, and my skin is a little allergic, so I often apply a lot. Fan, I have acting
experience, especially acting as a vicious supporting actress. I have a lot of
experience in this area.
I don’t have high demands on the salary, I just want to be friends with Young
Master Shu.”
Jin Jiaming promised again: “Ming Zhen and I are good friends, I agree, you
go back first, we’ll sign the contract another day, okay?”
“Okay!” Mi Lu was extremely happy.
After Mi Lu left, Darius looked at Jin Jiaming angrily: “Jiaming! What are you
doing!”
Jin Jiaming smiled and said, “Mingzhen, just an ordinary friend, you just think
I’m joking with you?”
Darius Still angry: “Do you think I’m in the mood to make this joke? I’m a man
without a wife.

My wife’s whereabouts are still unknown! I don’t know if she’s alive or dead!
I’m not in the mood to be friends with anyone!
Especially It’s a woman!
I, Darius, don’t want to have anything to do with any woman in my life!”
Jin Jiaming looked at Darius patiently: “Mingzhen, let me ask you, are we
friends?”
Darius looked at Jin Jiaming angrily: “I When did you say that you and I are no
longer friends! Jiaming asked you to tell yourself, what do I do to you? You
have no money for filming, so I will give you the full amount.
What else can I do?
You know that Galia is a big problem in my heart, and I don’t have the heart to
look at any woman.
What do you mean by letting such an inferior woman be my friend?
Jin Jiaming sighed and said, “Ming Zhen, you don’t understand our industry.
I’m a famous director in the country, but I don’t have any money. “
I have no money, I want to make a very shocking work, I have to wait for the
opportunity.
You know, it took me five years to prepare this script, just to revise and polish
it. After five years, I have no salary.
After the script is polished, I just want to raise funds. I once told you that I
have met you, and you are willing to give me the full investment. That’s my
luck.

But if you don’t want to invest in me, my script may be in vain.
You know that a filmmaker’s lifelong pursuit of dreams and his own ideals are
difficult to achieve.
I have such a chance, I must fight for it, bro.
Also, this movie has a very deep meaning. Don’t you hope that such a movie
can be known to more people, especially those who are disadvantaged? “
After some words, Shu Ming’s anger has calmed down a lot.
Yes, the vulnerable group.
His missing wife and two children are the downright vulnerable group.
This movie is to reflect the vulnerable group, it must be The story of knowing
how to protect yourself and must fight in time. The
idea is very profound.
“Ming Zhen, the heroine of my movie, I wanted Galia to perform at the
beginning. She is clean, sweet, and free of any impurities. temperament, is my
best candidate.
It took a lot of effort for me to finalize Galia.
However, sometimes people are not as good as heaven, and I finally found
Galia as a heavenly choice.
Galia disappeared.
Ming Zhen, do you think that you are the only one suffering from the loss of
Galia?

me too.
Galia likes to act in movies very much. I can see that. She wants to perform a
very good movie, which is already her ideal.

